nursed a grievance against Vatts-Dunton, and wrote un- A testa-kindly of him in a previous volume. This showed ingrati- mentof tude; for it was Watts's friendship for my wife and myself leauty which brought me to Swinburne, When, in later years, I returned to The Pines to visit Mrs Watts-Dunton, there came vivid memories of the two great friends, of Watts-Dunton, with his small rotund figure, his apple-red cheeks, his rambling talk about poetry, his enthusiasm for literature, his old-fashioned ways, and of Swinburne's, slight nervous figure, his greenish eyes, noble brow and golden beard, in his room above. Most of the old furniture, the Rossetti and Madox Brown pictures, two paintings by my father-in-law, Walter John Knewstub, one of them a portrait of my wife as a girl, still hung at The Pines'.
Mrs "Watts-Dunton, of whose beauty her elderly husband was so proud, was the model for Rhona in Aylwyn, and she always told us that Theodore regarded my wife as one of 'the Stunners', Unlike Swinburne, Watts-Dunton admired beautiful women.
In our garden at Oakridge there is now a row of lilac bushes, all grown from the root of the small lilac bush from which my wife cut the flowers and le,aves to lay on Swinburne's death-bed.
Max has immortalized the two poets at The Pines'. To him, as to others of his generation too, Swinburne's was a magic name. Rereading Atalanta of late years, I know that we were not wrong in our estmate of Swinburne's genius.
Lafourcade writes of Watts-Dunton's unfailing habit of proclaiming Swinburne's latest work, whatever its value, one of the best he had ever composed. On the other hand it was generally agreed that The Testament of Beauty, which appeared during 1929, was Bridges' finest achievement. Herein he has done that which de la Mare said all men should do upon reaching ripe years—set down his reflections and conclusions on life. He had already sent me some fragments of the poem; the work itself moved me deeply; it seemed to me truly a testament of beauty, That he was cheered by the 109

